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Abstract

Objectives: The objectives of this study were to elaborate on the conceptual evaluation of transitivity assumption in the context of bi-

nary missing participant outcome data (MOD) in network meta-analysis (NMA) and to emphasize on the importance of statistical modeling

as a mean to address MOD.

Study Design and Setting: We designate the notion of transitivity assumption in the context of binary MOD and indicate scenarios that

compromise transitivity in complex networks. We propose a modification of these scenarios that preserves transitivity assumption. Using a

published NMA, we indicate the implications of excluding or imputing, rather than modeling MOD, on NMA findings.

Results: Arm-specific scenarios for MOD, as commonly applied in conventional meta-analysis, compromise the validity of transitivity

assumption in complex networks. The motivating example reveals that imputation of those scenarios yields estimates in the opposite di-

rection for the basic parameters with narrower credible intervals and inflates between-trial variance. Contrariwise, modeling MOD after

modification of the scenarios yields robust estimates for the basic parameters but wider credible intervals and reduces between-trial

variance.

Conclusion: Application of arm-specific scenarios for binary MOD requires modification in complex networks to ensure valid transi-

tivity assumption. Analysts should model, rather than exclude or impute MOD, to provide bias-adjusted results. � 2018 The Author. Pub-

lished by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Empirical studies on published systematic reviews with

pairwise meta-analyses have revealed an inclination of re-

viewers toward the intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis as the

ideal strategy for outcome analysis in the presence of

missing participant outcome data (MOD) in a meta-

analysis [1e4]. Prominent features of this strategy

comprise the ability to maintain the randomized sample

in every included trial and, therefore, to preserve power

to detect a treatment effect. Furthermore, by analyzing

the participants to the intervention originally randomized

regardless of protocol deviations or trial completion, we

uphold a balance in known and unknown prognostic

factors between the compared interventions and hence

insulate the trial results from selection bias and

cofounding.

However, in an effort to ensure ITT and benefit from the

favoring properties of that strategy, reviewers have a prefer-

ence over scenarios that reflect a rather extreme view over

the outcome of missing participants and lack plausibility in

practice [1e4]. Such scenarios are either arm-specific or

common for both interventions in every trial. For binary

outcome, the former includes the best- and worst-case sce-

nario, where all missing participants in the active and con-

trol arm of every trial are assumed to have experienced the

event, respectively, whereas all missing participants in the

opposing arm are assumed not to have experienced the

event. Scenarios common in both arms constitute the ‘‘all

missing cases are events’’ and ‘‘all missing cases are non-

events’’ where all missing participants in both arms of

every trial are assumed to have experienced or not the

event, respectively. While these scenarios can reveal the

extent to which MOD affect the overall treatment effect,

they may lead to conflicting conclusions and biased results,
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What is new?

Key findings

� Affirmation of transitivity assumption in the

context of missing participant outcome data

(MOD) is necessary. Application of scenarios

about MOD without any consideration for their

transitivity across comparisons within a complex

network raises concerns about the validity of tran-

sitivity assumption, and by extent, the credibility of

network meta-analysis (NMA) results.

� Fixing observations before analysis either with

exclusion or imputation of MOD within each trial

leads to more precise NMA treatment effects and

inflated between-trial variance. Particularly, when

extreme scenarios are considered to impute

MOD, different conclusions are drawn about the

relative effectiveness of the interventions. By

contrast, modeling MOD yields more plausible

NMA treatment effects with naturally increased

uncertainty and, in addition, lowers between-trial

variance as a result of inherently adjusting MOD.

What this adds to what was known?

� Opting to model, rather than exclude or impute

MOD, while considering clinically plausible sce-

narios that validate transitivity assumption, consti-

tutes an effective strategy to handle MOD in NMA

as it offers bias-adjusted results and inherent

accountability of uncertainty due to MOD.

What is the implication and what should change

now?

� An attentive analysis plan to handle MOD in NMA

should be provided already in the protocol to avoid

data-driven decisions. The analysis plan should

include and explicitly justify the model for

MOD, the missingness parameter, a scenario for

primary analysis and clinically plausible scenarios

for sensitivity analysis that ensure the validity of

transitivity assumption.

especially, when participant loss is substantial across the

included trials [2,5].

Because access to individual participant data for an

effective management of MOD is rarely the case, an atten-

tive strategy is to use a primary analysis under the missing

at random (MAR) assumption [6e8] and then, investigate

the degree of deviation from this assumption through a

proper statistical model for MOD [5,6,9]. In addition, a se-

ries of sensitivity analyses should follow with plausible sce-

narios of progressive extremitydideally defined already in

the protocol [3]dto investigate the sensitivity of the pri-

mary analysis results to these scenarios [1,8]. Nevertheless,

the analysts typically exclude MOD from all included trials

to perform the primary analysis, whereas they impute MOD

in all trials according to a specific scenario to proceed with

the sensitivity analysis [1e4]. Despite being easy to imple-

ment, these data manipulation does not actually address

MOD because the analysis fails to acknowledge not only

the scenario about MOD that led to data elimination or

augmentation but also the uncertainty around this essen-

tially untestable scenario. Therefore, the manipulated data

are treated spuriously as observed.

The analysts should opt primarily for methodologies that

attempt to incorporate rather than exclude from or impute

MOD in meta-analysis [5,6,9,10]. Pattern-mixture model

is the most popular framework to this direction for being

intuitive and straightforward to implement, especially in

the Bayesian framework [5,9,11]. This model inherently ac-

counts for the bias stemming from MOD and, by extension,

accommodates the uncertainty induced by MOD in the

trial-specific treatment effects and hence in the overall

treatment effect, penalizing trials with larger MOD. In

addition, the model fosters thorough investigation of the

underlying missingness mechanism in every trial, interven-

tion or trial-arm [5].

Pattern-mixture model has been investigated in conven-

tional meta-analysis [5,9]; however, its utility is also rele-

vant to network meta-analysis (NMA), an extension of

conventional meta-analysis that aims to provide internally

coherent relative treatment effects for all pairwise compar-

isons and support outcome-specific hierarchy of the inves-

tigated interventions [12,13]. The affirmation of

additional necessary assumptions, namely, transitivity and

consistency, defines the circumstances that justify the valid-

ity of NMA. Addressing MOD in a network of several in-

terventions offers the opportunity to investigate

thoroughly the extent of MOD in interventions that have

been investigated in different comparisons. Because more

than two interventions frame the research question, the sce-

narios considered to handle missingness in NMA ought to

preserve the plausibility of transitivity assumption to secure

valid inferences. Particular attention is needed in triangle

and more complex structures of networks where some inter-

ventions might be the experimental in one trial but the con-

trol in another trial. In this case, using scenarios specific to

the interventions compared within a trial will result in

inconsistent supposition for the missingness mechanisms

across the network.

The objectives of this article are to elaborate on the con-

ceptual evaluation of transitivity assumption in the context

of binary MOD and to apprize the interested reader of the

proper application of arm-specific scenarios, while account-

ing for the network geometry. Furthermore, we emphasize

on the importance of statistical modeling as a mean to

address MOD properly. Using a published systematic re-

view with NMA, we illustrate the negative implications
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of handling MOD conventionally through exclusion or

imputation, rather than modeling on the NMA findings.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Motivating example

We used the published NMA of Baker et al. on seven

pharmacologic treatments for chronic obstructive pulmo-

nary disease (COPD) [14]. The primary outcome was

COPD exacerbations. Twenty-six randomized controlled

trials (18 two-arm, 2 three-arm, and 6 four-arm) with

20,939 patients (median: 546; IQR: 279e794) contributed

to the analysis of COPD exacerbations and provided also

information on patient withdrawals. In five trials (2 two-

arm and 3 four-arm), we calculated negative nonevents in

at least one arm, after subtracting the reported number of

events and number of MOD from the number randomized,

and hence, we decided to exclude these trials. The re-

viewers ‘‘lumped’’ the interventions in four distinct classes,

but we considered the interventions as reported in the trials

(Table S1 in Appendix 1 illustrates the analyzed data set).

2.2. Transitivity assumption in the presence of missing

outcome data

To elaborate on the notion of transitivity assumption in

the context of MOD, we considered the interpretation of

transitivity as described in the study by Salanti [15]:

a) Missing participants in intervention A have been sub-

ject to similar missingness mechanisms in BA and

CA trials. If intervention A is claimed to be similar

in BA and CA trials (transitivity interpretation 1 in

the study by Salanti [15]), then it can also be claimed

that the mechanisms led to premature discontinuation

of participants who received intervention A are

similar in BA and CA trials (Fig. 1A). However, if

A is not systematically comparable in BA and CA tri-

als (eg, different administration in BA and CA trials),

then it is reasonable to assume that missingness

mechanisms in A might be different in BA and CA

trials (Fig. 1B). In this case, transitivity assumption

is violated.

b) Missing interventions (T*) in each trial are assumed

to be missing for reasons irrelevant to trialists’ expec-

tations about possible missingness mechanisms

(resemblance of transitivity interpretation 2 in the

study by Salanti [15]). In that case, missing interven-

tions are assumed to be MAR (Fig. 1C). However, if

an active intervention (T*) is systematically avoided

to be compared with another active (newer) interven-

tion because, for instance, it is believed that patients

randomized in the former may fail to experience im-

mediate improvement in their outcome (O) and

hence, dropout early (the distribution of the outcome

will differ between completers and missing partici-

pants), then transitivity assumption is violated as

the missingness of this intervention is associated with

Fig. 1. Interpretations of transitivity assumption in the context of missing binary outcome data: transitivity assumption holds in (A) and (C), but it is

violated in (B), (D) and (E). MD, missing outcome data; O, investigated outcome; T, observed treatments; T*, missing treatments; V1, V2, measured

and unmeasured variables.
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the expectations for premature discontinuation (MD)

(Fig. 1D).

c) There are no differences in missingness mechanisms

between observed and unobserved interventions

(resemblance of transitivity interpretation 3 in the

study by Salanti [15]). If we denote with ymC , a mea-

sure of informative missingness (eg, odds ratio of

event between missing and completers in the logarith-

mic scale [5,9]) in intervention C of CB trial and with

y
0m
C , the latent measure of informative missingness in

unobserved intervention C of BA trial, then ymC and

y0
m
C are perceived as exchangeable under the transi-

tivity assumption, namely, being sampled from the

same distribution. If exchangeability is not deemed

feasible, missingness mechanisms in C might be

different in CB and BA trials and it is further impli-

cated that C might operate differently in these trials.

Consequently, transitivity assumption is violated.

d) The extent of MOD constitutes important effect mod-

ifier [16]. When the distribution of MOD differs sys-

tematically across comparisons, it signifies different

risk of bias due to MOD (i.e., low, moderate, or high)

and by extension, may implicate the validity of transi-

tivity assumption (resemblance of transitivity interpre-

tation 4 in the study by Salanti [15]). For instance, in

BA and CA trials, if patients randomized in A tend to

leave massively due to health deterioration (MOD are

not MAR), followed by patients randomized in B but

less frequently in C, then the ratio of missing to com-

pleters will be distributed differently between these

comparisons raising concerns for intransitivity

(Fig. 1E). Addressing MOD via exclusion or imputa-

tion will lead to biased indirect estimate for BC. Spe-

cifically, the resulting population after exclusion might

not reflect the population originally randomized which

may further implicate the distribution of other impor-

tant effect modifiers in BA and CA trials, whereas

imputation fails to adjust for bias due to missingness.

2.3. Modifying arm-specific scenarios for nonestar-

shaped networks

In a star-shaped network, where all experimental inter-

ventions are compared with a single control, both common

and arm-specific scenarios can be safely applied without

compromising transitivity assumption. However, in non-

estar-shaped networks, where an intervention might be

the experimental in one trial but the control in another trial,

arm-specific scenarios require modification in their applica-

tion, otherwise we risk violating transitivity.

To ensure that transitivity assumption holds in nonestar-

shaped networks when arm-specific scenarios are consid-

ered, we introduce a simple yet necessary modification of

their application. Initially, the reference intervention of

the network is selected based on a priori decision on what

constitutes the ‘‘decision comparator set’’ [17]. Then, we

may assume the same scenario about MOD for all nonrefer-

ence interventions but a different scenario for the reference

intervention. This is a reference-specific scenario. With this

modification, transitivity in missingness mechanisms is pre-

served across the network because all nonreference inter-

ventions are assigned the same missingness scenario

irrespective of the comparator in each trial.

This modification is immediately applicable in networks

with both placebo and active comparisons, where placebo

is usually selected as the reference intervention (eg, Cipriani

et al. [18]). In networks with many inactive interventions,

such as placebo, no treatment, and usual care (eg, Corbett

et al. [19]), the reference-specific approach can be

‘‘relaxed’’, and scenarios aboutMODcan be tailored to inter-

vention (in)activity; for example, all inactive interventions

may receive the same scenario, whereas all active interven-

tions may be assigned another scenario. Alternatively, one

may tailor the missingness scenarios to the state of interven-

tions being recent or old, which is a reasonable consideration

in a network of solely active interventions (eg, Cipriani et al.

[20]). In this case, newer-generation interventions may

receive the same scenario, whereas older-generation inter-

ventions may be assigned another scenario.

2.4. Implications for consistency assumption

Conventional arm-specific and reference-specific sce-

narios have different implications for the validity of con-

sistency assumption. For example, in a triangle network of

BA, CA. and CB trials, the conventional best-case sce-

nario (commonly implemented through imputation) will

consider all MOD to be events in arms B and C for trials

BA and CA, respectively, and in arm C for trials CB,

whereas all MOD will be considered to be nonevents in

arm A for trials BA and CA and in arm B for CB trials.

It is obvious that A and C satisfy transitivity in missing-

ness mechanisms but not B, which has different missing-

ness mechanisms in BA and CB trials. While the indirect

estimate of CB is valid under the conventional best-case

scenario (and assuming that missingness is low), it is

not consistent with the direct estimate of CB and hence,

the mixed estimate for CB will be irrelevant. Subse-

quently, consistency assumption is compromised, hinder-

ing the mixture of the direct and indirect estimate of CB

to obtain a solid mixed effect for CB. Suppose now that

multiarm trials are also included in that loop and all

MOD are treated as nonevents only in arm A of ABC tri-

als. Transitivity is still compromised in that loop due to

the different missingness mechanisms considered in arm

B, namely, all MOD are nonevents in CB trials but events

in ABC and BA trials.

Contrariwise, the respective reference-specific scenario

ensures transitivity in the missingness mechanisms across

the network because missing participants in nonreference

interventions (here, B and C) are assumed to be more likely
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to have experienced the event as opposed to missing partic-

ipants in reference intervention (here, A). Therefore, con-

sistency assumption is applicable and can provide valid

mixed effect for CB.

2.5. Setup of the empirical evaluation

We compared the conventional with the reference-

specific best- and worst-case scenario in terms of basic

parameters (i.e., all comparisons with the reference inter-

vention), common between-trial variance (t2) and ranking

probabilities using Bayesian random-effects NMA model

with consistency equations and accountability of multi-

arm trials [21,22]. Placebo was the reference of the

network. We used odds ratio in the logarithmic scale

(log OR) as effect measure.

Conventional MAR was applied by excluding MOD

before meta-analysis, whereas conventional best- and

worst-case scenarios were performed by imputing all

MOD as having the harmful event and not, respectively,

in the first arm, which we considered to be the control in

each trial. For the reference-specific scenarios and on

average MAR, we extended the NMA model to incorporate

the pattern-mixture informative missingness odds ratio

(IMOR) parameter in order to account for the uncertainty

about the studied scenarios [5,23]. We considered on

average MAR (i.e., log IMORs are centered on zero with

some uncertainty) as primary analysis. Details on the model

specification and the Bayesian analyses are found in

Appendix 2.

3. Results

Following the ‘‘five-and-twenty’’ rule at which a trial is

judged to have a low risk of attrition bias for MOD less

than 5%, high attrition bias for MOD above 20%, and mod-

erate bias otherwise [24], missingness was judged to be

high in three interventions (Fig. 2) and in 67% of the

observed comparisons, while moderate in five interventions

and four comparisons (Table 1). Violation in transitivity

assumption was possible in two loops that included tio-

tropium versus placebo, if arm-specific scenarios were

applied, because tiotropium was the experimental arm

when compared with placebo, but the control when

compared with salmeterol or formoterol (Fig. 2).

3.1. Implications for basic parameters and t
2

Conventional best- and worst-case scenarios led to

different conclusions as they yielded posterior mean of

log ORs below and above zero, respectively, with smaller

posterior variance overall compared with the corresponding

reference-specific scenarios (Fig. 3). Conventional best-

Table 1. Distribution of percentage missing outcome data per trial

Intervention Trials Min. 1st qrtl. Median 3rd qrtl. Max.

PBO 19 5% 13% 18% 22% 44%

BUD 1 31% 31% 31% 31% 31%

BUDþ 1 28% 28% 28% 28% 28%

FLU 4 0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

FLUþ 4 5% 10% 21% 30% 31%

FOR 4 1% 11% 18% 24% 32%

SAL 10 2% 9% 14% 18% 32%

TIO 7 1% 4% 8% 9% 12%

Comparison

BUD vs. PBO 1 38% 38% 38% 38% 38%

BUD þ vs. PBO 1 36% 36% 36% 36% 36%

FLU vs. PBO 4 6% 14% 23% 32% 39%

FLU þ vs. PBO 4 6% 8% 20% 32% 35%

FOR vs. PBO 3 16% 20% 23% 31% 38%

SAL vs. PBO 9 5% 12% 15% 20% 33%

TIO vs. PBO 5 6% 10% 11% 13% 15%

FOR vs. BUD 1 32% 32% 32% 32% 32%

BUD þ vs. BUD 1 30% 30% 30% 30% 30%

SAL vs. FLU 2 29% 31% 32% 33% 34%

FLU þ vs. FLU 2 28% 30% 32% 34% 36%

BUD þ vs. FOR 1 30% 30% 30% 30% 30%

SAL vs. TIO 2 7% 8% 9% 10% 11%

FLU þ vs. SAL 3 3% 17% 30% 30% 31%

FOR vs. TIO 1 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Abbreviations: BUD, budesonide; BUDþ, budesonide plus formo-

terol; FLU, fluticasone; FLUþ, fluticasone plus salmeterol; FOR, for-

moterol; Max, maximum; Min, minimum; PBO, placebo; SAL,

salmeterol; qrtl, quartile; TIO, tiotropium.

Fig. 2. Network of seven pharmacologic interventions and placebo for

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. The thickness of lines reflects

the number of trials observed. Green, orange, and red reflects low,

moderate, and high missingness, respectively. The dotted line on tio-

tropium indicates risk of intransitivity in missingness mechanisms for

the loops that include tiotropium versus placebo, if arm-specific sce-

narios are to be considered. (For interpretation of the references to co-

lor in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of

this article.)
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case scenario tended to favor the active interventions as

opposed to worst-case scenario. Contrariwise, conventional

MAR yielded similar results with on average MAR and

reference-specific scenarios but with comparatively smaller

posterior variance. The posterior median of t2 was larger

and with substantial posterior variance under conventional

best- and worst-case scenario. Contrariwise, conventional

MAR, on average MAR and reference-specific scenarios

led to very low and more precise t
2 (particularly, under

the latter three).

3.2. Implications for ranking probabilities

Overall, conventional best- and worst-case scenarios

led to different intervention hierarchies as the former

awarded larger probability on higher rankings for the

active interventions as opposed to the latter (Fig. 4 and

Table S2 in Appendix 1). By contrast, reference-specific

scenarios provided similar ranking probabilities that were

relatively lower than those obtained under the respective

conventional scenarios. Consequently, the posterior vari-

ance of rankings was greater under on average MAR

and reference-specific scenarios (Table S2 in Appendix

1). Conventional MAR agreed more or less with on

average MAR and the reference-specific scenarios.

4. Discussion

Using a conceptual discussion on the role of transi-

tivity assumption in the context of binary MOD, we

demonstrated that in nonestar-shaped networks, applica-

tion of arm-specific scenarios for MOD, as commonly

used in conventional meta-analysis, may compromise

the validity of transitivity assumption, and by extent, the

credibility of NMA results. To allow for transitivity in

the missingness mechanisms across the network, arm-

specific scenarios must be applied to the appointed refer-

ence and nonreference interventions rather than to the

arms compared in each trial. Intransitivity in the missing-

ness mechanisms may compromise the validity of indirect

estimate and/or may manifest as inconsistency between

the indirect and direct evidence in the ‘‘affected’’ loop

leading to invalid mixed estimate for the comparison of

interest.

Then, using a motivating example, we showed that con-

ventional application of best- and worst-case scenario

within each trial led to different conclusions and interven-

tion hierarchies and, in addition, increased t
2. Our find-

ings confirmed the observations of relevant literature

that fixing observations before analysis either with exclu-

sion or imputation of MOD led to more precise overall

treatment effects [5,6,9,23], while modeling MOD

Fig. 3. A series of density plots on log odds ratio of basic parameters and between-trial variance using conventional (via imputation as commonly

applied in meta-analysis) and reference-specific (via pattern-mixture model) best- and worst-case scenarios. Results after excluding (conventional

MAR) and modeling missing outcome data to approximate MAR (on average MAR) are also presented. MAR: missing at random.
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naturally increased uncertainty around the treatment ef-

fects, which by extension, lowered t
2 substantially (also

observed in [5,9,23]). Reduction in the estimation of t
2

is also an indication that large part of t
2 has been ex-

plained after adjusting for MOD. In addition, by modeling

MOD, we were able to learn about the missingness mech-

anisms in each intervention (Fig. S1 in Appendix 1).

Nevertheless, we did not consult expert opinion to decide

on the priors for log IMOR that best fit the condition and

interventions studied; instead, we applied the priors we

considered in a previous study [23].

To illustrate the benefits of modeling MOD, we used

identical log IMORs with intervention-specific normal prior

distribution. Turner et al. [5] discussed the possibility to use

alternative missingness parameters in conjunction with

various prior structures. Using different prior structures, we

are able to learn about the missingness mechanism in each

trial, intervention, and trial-arm and, in addition, to investi-

gate the extent to which NMA findings are implicated by

these structures. Further researcher is needed to investigate

the extent to which different prior structures for the missing-

ness parameter might impact on NMA estimates. Neverthe-

less, plausibility of transitivity assumption, as described in

Section 2.2, remains necessary for the successful application

of any prior structure. Finally, extending the pattern-mixture

model with different prior structures for log IMOR to a

multivariate meta-analysis and NMA of multiple endpoints

can provide a more thorough investigation of the missing-

ness mechanisms. This is an interesting yet unexplored area

for further work.

5. Conclusions

Affirmation of transitivity assumption is necessary

also in the context of MOD, especially, when arm-

specific scenarios are applied in complex networks. Ana-

lysts should model, rather than exclude or impute MOD,

while considering plausible scenarios, to provide bias-

adjusted results.
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